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Those who dream by day are
cognizant of many things which
escape those who dream only
by night.
Edgar Allan Poe

Hobo with a
Shotgun Review
By Stephen Whittaker
~ Daily Bull

It’s been a long time since I
have done a movie review, but
recently I saw a movie I could
not just leave alone. Everyone
needs to see this movie. Let’s
be up front and tell you that it
is one of the most fvcked up
movies I have ever seen, and
believe me I have seen some
real messy movies.

The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like unlimited texting!

Pastafarians Publish Protested Penne-Praising Prayers
By Ryan Grainger – Up ‘n Coming Writer

The first New Pastafarian Church opened
its doors last week, welcoming all into
the House of the Flying Spaghetti Monster. Pastafarianism, the belief that the universe was created by a sentient mass of
spaghetti and meatballs, has been under
fire recently for its controversial book of
prayers. Pastafarians are peaceful in nature, and are confused by the allegations
of intentionally publishing the incendiary
benedictions. Among the payers listed
in the complaints is the celebrated “Ponderance of Thy Balls,” which opens with

the following:

“Oh Dual Orbed One in the Sky
Thy carbohydrated-ness is reknown
throughout the land
For thy appendage has touched our
humble Pastafarian flock
And in our praise to thee, do we thank
thee for extending your noodley appendage.
For a life of dogma sure beats living in the
real world!
RAmen.”

...see Holy Midgets on back

I don’t want to give up too
much to you, because this is
something you have to see.
Words simply cannot do it.
The basic idea is: a hobo rides
into a town on a train car then
proceeds into the city. This is
not your average city though.
It’s a dark town where crime
runs rampant and the city is
ruled by a twisted crime lord
known as “The Drake.”
The Drake uses fear as his
method of maintaining control
of the city, and he instills this
fear using various gruesome
methods. Just as an example,

...see Hobo with BOOMSTICK
on back

The Steaming Pile

Straight from You-Know-Where!

Movie Titles With One Word Strategically Replaced… PART 1.

Dude, Where’s My Wang?
Lord of the Wangs: The Two Wangs
James and the Giant Wang
The Longest Wang
20,000 Wangs Under the Sea
Harold and Kumar go to Wang Castle
Honey, I Shrank the Wangs
Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Wang
The Emperor’s New Wang
The Girl with the Wang Tattoo
Wang Everlasting
The Lion, the Witch, and the Wang
The Sisterhood of the Traveling Wang Wang Park: Bigger, Longer, and Uncut!
Schindler’s Wang
Wangback Mountain
Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Wang
How the Wang Stole Christmas
Anatomy of a Wang
Wangs on a Plane
O, Wang, Where Art Thou?
The Brave Little Wang
Wang Busters
How to Train Your Wang
Pirates: Curse of the Black Wang
The Wanging
The Wang of Khan
Wangballs
An Inconvenient Wang
The Wangs Have Eyes
Young Wangenstein
My Big Fat Greek Wang
Wang Hard
The 40-Year-Old Wang
Wang Hard 2: Wang Harder
The Six-Million-Dollar Wang
Wang Hard with a Vengeance
RoboWang
Live Free or Wang Hard
Robin Hood: Wang in Tights
Ferris Bueller’s Wangoff
Nick and Norah’s Infinite Wang
Thunder Wang
Wanging Sarah Marshall
Wang’s Eleven
Edward Wanghands
The Best Wangs of Our Lives
The Men Who Stare At Wangs
A Fistful of Wangs
Wangs and Demons
The Wang, the Wang, and the Wang
Gone in 60 Wangs
Carl Blair
Wang and Miri Make a Porno
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

And so, Adam, was touched by the FSM’s noodley appendage.

Open til 8 Sunday thru Thursday
Til 10 on Friday and Saturday
Want us open later? Let us know!
www.thestudiopizza.com

For when you just can’t conquer
that mid class boredom.

482-5100
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After a while the hobo, sick of his life as
a hobo, manages to scrape up enough
money by eating glass to buy a lawnmower to start is own business. He is
going for a big time operation with the
slogan, “You grow it, we cut it.” To obtain this money, he ate glass while a man
offering money filmed it. The unnamed
hobo then proceeded to a pawn shop
to buy the lawnmower. While there,
armed men come in and hold the place
up. They don’t notice the hobo – who,
at this time, finds a shotgun near the
lawnmower he wanted to buy.

Steer Searcher: Breakfast Cereal Mascots
from Jeremy ‘Mr Sunshine’ Loucks

APPLE
BARNEY RUBBLE
BIGG MIXX
BOO BERRY
BUZZ BEE
CAP’N CRUNCH
CAPTAIN RIK
CHIP THE WOLF
CINNAMON
COCO MONKEY
CORNELIUS
Rooster
COUNT CHOCULA
CRACKLE
CRISPY
CRUNCHOSAURUS
REX
DIG ‘EM the frog
FRANKEN BERRY
FRED FLINTSTONE
FRUIT BRUTE
HONEYCOMB KID
HONEY MONSTER

HOT WHEELS
HUNGER
JEAN LAFOOTE
KING VITAMAN
LINUS THE LIONHEARTED
LITTLE MIKEY
LOOPY BEE
LOVEABLE TRULY
LUCKY LEPRECAUN
POP
PROFESSOR WEETO
QUIKY the Nesquik
bunny
QUISP
SNAP
SONNY
SUGAR BEAR
SUNNY THE SUN
TONY THE TIGER
TOUCAN SAM
TRIX RABBIT
YUMMY MUMMY

... Holy Midgets from front.

mored killers for hire, who hunt down
the hobo and take him to the Drake for
the final showdown. The hooker comes
to save the hobo - armed with his
shotgun and the lawnmower, she converts into a lawnmower shield weapon
thingy. I don’t know how to describe it.
The ending I am going to leave to you
to find out.

Protesters believe that the prayers should be censored due to their seemingly
risqué content. One of the highest-ranking Pastafarian priests, Father Hal E. Luya
remarks, “Pastafarianism is our faith, and I
don’t believe that we should change our
prayers to reflect the views of others”.

At this time, the Pastafarians have no
plans to censor any of their texts. Despite
the tension between the protesters and
the church Father Hal E. Luya comments,
So there you have it my first review of “We wish them the best. May the Flying
the 2011 fall semester. Now go out and Spaghetti Monster’s noodley appendage touch them all.”
watch this thing before you get busy
with school! FYI it’s on Netflix. Again I Editor’s note: there should also be a prayer involving creamy white alfredo sauce.
must warn you though that this movie
is not for the faint of heart; nor would
If you like us, you should LIKE us!
With shotgun in hand, the brave hobo I recommend watching this with your
There are always more funny pictures,
then begins to fight back. Eventually the parents unless they are into the gore fest
witticism, games, and links. Also candy.
Drake calls in The Plague, a duo of ar- style of films.

